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Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Big Picture</th>
<th>-</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Specifics   | - Obj 6: Incorporate a broader list of experiential learning options  
|             | - Obj 12: Add supports for creative culture |

OBJECTIVE 12  
Although the lead-in sentence frames this objective as being about creative culture, the practical support being offered relate to research activities. You need to expand the messages on creative culture, including creating a supportive ethos for creative culture and receptivity to critical statements. Example: supporting seminar series.

OBJECTIVE 6  
The listing of types of experiential learning is too narrow and does not accommodate the types of learning pursued in professional faculties. For example, Law students participate in legal clinics, MOOTs and presentations to judges.